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ABSTRACT
Predicting future successful designs and corresponding mar-
ket opportunity is a fundamental goal of product design firms.
There is accordingly a long history of quantitative approaches
that aim to capture diverse consumer preferences, and then trans-
late those preferences to corresponding “design gaps” in the mar-
ket. We extend this work by developing a deep learning approach
to predict design gaps in the market. These design gaps represent
clusters of designs that do not yet exist, but are predicted to be
both (1) highly preferred by consumers, and (2) feasible to build
under engineering and manufacturing constraints. This approach
is tested on the entire U.S. automotive market using of millions
of real purchase data. We retroactively predict design gaps in the
market, and compare predicted design gaps with actual known
successful designs. Our preliminary results give evidence it may
be possible to predict design gaps, suggesting this approach has
promise for early identification of market opportunity.
1 INTRODUCTION
Predicting consumer preferences for future design concepts
is a fundamental task for product design enterprises [21]. For ex-
ample, consumer preferences drove “crossover vehicles” to over-
take the previously dominant SUV segment within just years of
introduction to the U.S. automotive market [20].
To predict consumer preferences, quantitative models of hu-
man choice have been researched and developed for more than a
century [44, 47]. In general, these methods estimate a predictive
model of future consumer preferences using stated or revealed
data from past consumer choices over design alternatives. These
predictive models can then be used to improve design or man-
∗Address all correspondence to this author.
agerial decisions such as predicting consumer demand [39] or
market segmentation [53]. The success of these methods is un-
derscored by their adoption by product design enterprises–one
of the most popular methods, conjoint analysis, has over 18,000
applications a year [33].
One of the most challenging consumer preference predic-
tion tasks is to identify “design gaps" in the market. These de-
sign gaps are clusters of designs that do not yet exist, are perhaps
unknown to the firm, yet represent potentially significant mar-
ket opportunity. Early identification of design gaps offers firms
competitive advantage due to first mover effects.
The challenge in predicting design gaps is due to the number
of statistical unknowns. One can conceptually group consumer
preference prediction tasks by their unknowns into three cate-
gories of increasing difficulty: The first category, with the least
unknowns, is to predict what unknown consumers would prefer
among known and existing product designs; e.g., product recom-
mendation by online retailers. The second category is to predict
what unknown consumers would prefer among known and not
existing product designs; e.g., SUV concept designs during pro-
totyping. The third category predicts what unknown consumers
would prefer among unknown and not existing product designs.
In this work, we address this third category. This aims at the
question: Can firms quantitatively predict design gaps that rep-
resent potential market opportunities at the earliest stages? With
new product development, could automotive manufacturers have
predicted years in advance that the crossover vehicle segment
represented a massive market opportunity? With updating exist-
ing products, could the same manufacturers identify new combi-
nations of infotainment features and marketing cues that appeal
to millenials?
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We introduce a deep learning approach that aims to identify
design gaps hidden in large-scale data. This approach predicts re-
gions of the design space that (1) have high predicted consumer
preference, and (2) are feasible to build according to probabilis-
tic estimates of design constraints from engineering, manufac-
turing, and other downstream design processes. This approach
combines and builds on research from quantitative marketing in
consumer choice modeling, and engineering design for bounding
design feasibility within the design space.
We test this approach on several years of millions of actual
purchase data from the U.S. automotive market. To artificially
induce "design gaps," we use actual purchase data to retroac-
tively construct unknown consumers and unknown and not exist-
ing product designs. Validity is then assessed by how well the
proposed deep learning approach predicts design space regions
containing held-out new design entrants to the market.
Our preliminary results give evidence that this approach may
lead to design gaps. This offers the following contributions:
1. Deep heterogeneous consumer choice models can signifi-
cantly improve held-out choice prediction accuracy.
2. Deep unsupervised models can efficiently estimate proba-
bilistic design constraints to bound the design space.
3. Given (1) and (2), prediction of design gaps may be possible
using information-theoretic disaggregate choice metrics.
This approach does not predict the actual design itself, nor does
it directly predict market opportunity. It instead aims to high-
light significantly reduced promising subsets of the feasible de-
sign space rather than the otherwise exponential number of pos-
sible designs. In other words, this approach still requires de-
signers and market researchers investigate proposed design gaps,
offering instead a scalable data-driven approach to augment both
strategic marketing and the creative design process.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 dis-
cusses related work in marketing and design. Section 3 formu-
lates a consumer choince model under design constraints. Sec-
tion 4 conducts an experiment using real purchase data. Section
5 discusses implications and opportunities for future work. Sec-
tion 6 offers conclusions.
2 RELATED WORK
We describe related work primarily in two communities,
quantitative marketing and engineering design. Our work builds
on conventions in each of these communities.
2.1 Consumer Preference Modeling
There is long and rich history of modeling techniques aimed
at capturing consumer preference and choice decisions over a
set of alternatives, across fields such as psychology, economics,
marketing, and product design.
FIGURE 1. HIGH-LEVEL GOAL OF THIS WORK, PREDICTING PO-
TENTIALLY UNKNOWN “DESIGN GAPS” IN THE MARKET.
Most relevant to our work is the research carried out in cap-
turing consumer choice in a probabilistic model used to inform
design decisions. One of the most popular models is this group is
conjoint analysis, in which consumers have a “part-worth vector”
describing their affinity for design attributes (e.g., color, price,
horsepower) through a linear relationship. These models have
their roots in psychology [26,44,48] and economics [51], but re-
ceived major attention for improving design and marketing dur-
ing the supermarket scanner data revolution [40].
Since this first data revolution, several extension to capture
the diversity of consumer preferences, referred to as consumer
heterogeneity, have received considerable attention. An early yet
still widely used model of heterogeneity extends the basic con-
joint formulation to having a hierarchical prior distribution [39].
This prior encodes the idea that the population is centered around
an average consumer, and that heterogeneity is related to the dis-
tance from the average. In general, the notion of modeling con-
sumer heterogeneity improves tasks such as consumer demand
or market segmentation [53].
Within design research, consumer choice models are found
widely in decision-based formulations of design [14,23,52]. Re-
cently several works have focused on modeling heterogeneous
consumer consideration for designs [30], building off again orig-
inal findings in psychology [36]. These formulations note that
preference decisions are not made randomly over set of existing
designs, but rather a subset where attributes are traded off [13].
Another key concept adopted by our work is the idea of
higher-level abstractions of the preference task. For example,
consumers do not necessarily purchase a vehicle for its num-
ber of valves per cylinder, but rather meaningful attributes such
as perceived luxuriousness and external image. This notion has
been observed in many guises across design [31,32], psychology
[5], and marketing [49].
Our work aims to estimate both consumer heterogeneity
and higher-level preference abstractions as “features” discov-
ered from the data [7]. We place flexible mathematical assump-
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tions on the form of consumer heterogeneity, instead letting it
be “learned” by recent advances in deep learning over large data
sets. Our work is similar in this guise to machine learning work
in marketing [45] for efficient consumer choice estimation al-
gorithms, as well as flexible function forms on preference itself
[9, 24]. In addition, we use the well-known concept of “borrow-
ing strength” of Bayesian conjoint analysis models [22], albeit
with a deep neural network formulation.
2.2 Design Constraint Modeling
The aim of modeling design feasibility is to capture con-
straints on new potential design concepts, physical or perhaps
implicit from some other source. For example, the design may
have engineering constraints due to physical relations between
aerodynamics and vehicle handling dynamics, physical manu-
facturing constraints based on scalability of existing powertrain
or chassis platforms, and perceptual constraints such as brand
recognition and perceived image cues [6].
These constraints are important when identifying design
gaps. Specifically, one should take reservation when optimiz-
ing consumer preferences with respect to an unbounded space of
designs. Such an optimization can lead to the so-called “million-
dollar car," which theoretically has high consumer demand but is
unrealistic due to violations of engineering and fiscal constraints.
Several major pathways towards design representations that
encode realistic constraints have been developed by the design
community. Direct analytic modeling uses deterministic math-
ematical relationships amongst variables. Conceptually related
to our work is [27], who combine consumer choice models and
analytic design models. Recent work includes mixing sophis-
ticated consumer choice consideration models with analytic de-
sign models [25]. Simulation-based approaches to design feasi-
bility are widely-used, for example, [3], who develop an explicit
generative model of all hybrid vehicle powertrain architectures.
Their model has conceptual similarities with our design gap iden-
tification approach, as both perform rejection sampling. Rule-
based design representations use smaller elements and rules on
design synthesis. For example, [43] and [37] use shape grammars
with aesthetic rules for a parametrized vase designs.
Most related to our work is that of using probabilistic mod-
els of design representations. As noted in [50], large-scale data
is enabling better capture of consumer choice preferences for
early-stage design. [46] collect large-scale social media data for
mining consumer preferences. Similar to our work is [34], who
use restricted Boltzmann machines to model consumer choices.
Likewise, in marketing, [15] use the same restricted Boltzmann
machine for predicting market baskets, and note its relationship
with multinomial logit models. Our work is similar in that we
use a multinomial logit model with a “deep” architecture for both
learning consumer preferences, as well as capturing design con-
straints. As a result, our approach is a combination of both dis-
criminatative and generative models [28, 34, 41].
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
The high-level goal of the following mathematical formula-
tion is to capture the relationship between consumers and product
designs that are realistically feasible. In particular, we are inter-
ested in an accurate relationship between not just consumers and
designs that currently exist, but between consumers and designs
that are theoretically possible. This level of generalization ac-
curacy requires not just capturing the relationship between con-
sumers and designs, but capturing the relationship between ex-
isting designs and future designs as well as existing consumers
and future consumers.
Let us denote consumers xc ∈Xc ⊆ RMc and designs xd ∈
Xd ⊆RMd using vectors, and denote the cth customer as x(c)c and
the dth existing design as x(d)d . The consumer space Xc and de-
sign space Xd are both bounded subsets of the real values. We
also assume that there is a finite set of existing design alterna-
tives for consumers to choose from {x(d)d }Dd=1, in which the true
purchased or preferred design is denoted as an indicator vector
y ∈ {0,1}D over all existing designs, as well as the shorthand
y(d) ∈ {0,1} as the dth element of the indicator vector y.
Quantitative choice models assume a parametric utility func-
tion U(xc,xd ,θ) :Xc×Xd → R, where θ are parameters of the
utility model that index consumer and design pairs to a real num-
ber value in which higher numbers correspond to higher prefer-
ence [51]. This utility function lies within a probabilistic choice
or preference model, in which the choice model maps the con-
sumer response task (e.g., ranking, rating, choice) to values of
utility [26]. In doing so, the choice model accounts for uncer-
tainty from factors such as missing latent variables, model mis-
pecification, and measurement error [39].
We aim to predict how much the cth consumer x(c)c prefers
the dth product design x(d)d among the entire set of D designs.
This invokes representing the cth consumer’s utility function for
the dth design in relation to all other designs i= 1 . . .D.
p(y(d) = 1|xc,xd) (1)
= p
(
U
(
x(c)c ,x
(d)
d
)
+ ε(c,d) >
{
U
(
x(c)c ,x
(i)
d
)
+ ε(c,i)
}D
i=1
)
where ε(c,d) is extreme value distributed [11], resulting in a soft-
max function for choice probability [26].
The full Bayesian joint likelihoodLA(θ ;y,xc,xd) of p over
Xc×Xd×Y acts as a generative distribution of consumer pref-
erence under design constraints that bound Xd and consumer
heterogeneity that boundXc. We take a fully Bayesian approach,
in that we invoke prior distributions over consumers p(xd) and
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design p(xd).
LA(θ ;y,xc,xd) = p(y|xc,xd)p(xd)p(xc)
p(y|xc,xd) = M(y)
p(xd) = N (xdr;µ,Σd)∏
b
B(xdb,b)∏
m
M(xdm, j)(2)
p(xc) =
1
N∑i
δ (xc−x(i)c )
whereN (·) is the multivariate Gaussian density with mean vec-
tor µ and covariance matrix Σd , B(·) is the Bernoulli density
with the sigmoid function p(xdb,b = 1) = e
θbxd
1+eθbxd
, M(·) is the
multinomial density using the softmax function p(y|xc,xd) =
e
U
(
xc,x
(d)
d
)
∑i e
U
(
xc,x
(i)
d
) for consumer choice preferences or p(xd,m = k) =
eθ
(k)
m xd
∑i eθ
(i)
m xd
for categorical design variables, and δ (·) is a Dirac
delta function used to represent the empirical distribution of con-
sumers.
3.1 Feature Learning
The consumer choice prediction model given in Equation
(1) has been widely used across disciplines such as psychology,
marketing, economics, and design. While the underlying mathe-
matical formulation is conceptually the same, common modeling
challenges are often addressed in separate manners according to
the conventions of the field. This offers us the opportunity to
build on modeling assumptions across fields, making explicit our
modeling goals in an effort to improve predictive model fidelity.
3.1.1 Consumer Heterogeneity and Design Feasi-
bility One of the major challenges in the choice modeling re-
search is how to represent consumer preference heterogeneity;
in short, the diversity in human preferences. Mathematical rep-
resentations to encode heterogeneity involve assuming a distri-
bution over customer variables as they relate to the design. Im-
plicitly, this distribution encodes constraints on the space of con-
sumersXc; for example, certain hobbies may be constrained by
income and leisure time.
Quantitative marketing methods often explicitly encode con-
sumer constraints, such as monotonic relationships on price sen-
sitivity [33]. Ever more sophisticated constraint mechanisms of-
ten integrate research marketing and psychology research find-
ings, such as partitioning the set of existing designs {x(d)d }Dd=1
into a much smaller consideration set [13, 30, 36], or violations
of rationality assumptions [16].
At the same time, one of the major challenges in engineering
design is the formulation of design representations that are flex-
ible, yet physically accurate. As described in Section 2, design
representations include several formulations. Common to all of
them is the desire to encode constraints for the space of designs
Xd , in which the diversity of possible designs is captured.
This analogy between constraints on the diversity of con-
sumer heterogeneity and the diversity of design constraints al-
lows us to take a similar probabilistic approach between these
two spaces. Our approach uses large-scale data to learn the set of
constraints that bound both consumers and designs.
3.1.2 Feature Representation To estimate the di-
verse constraints in both the consumer space and design space,
we build on substantial research that consumers consider “at-
tributes” or “features” of the design (e.g., ‘perceived luxurious-
ness’) rather than the original variables (e.g., ‘valves per cylin-
der’). We aim to learn consumer features hc ∈ H ∈ RK and
design features hd ∈H ∈ RK that efficiently represent and con-
straint the information about the consumer variables xc and de-
sign variables xd at a more abstract level closer to the consumer’s
actual preference task.
Furthermore, we aim to impose “useful" probabilistic struc-
ture for this new feature representation of the design space
p(hd |xd)p(xd), while keeping hd maximally informative about
the consumer preference choice y. This structure is important for
design gap prediction as it allows us a manageable representation
of the otherwise high-dimensional, highly-nonlinear, and discon-
tinuous structure of the original variables xd of the design space
(e.g., interpolations between 12 -ton trucks and turbocharged con-
vertibles). Specifically, learning a “smoother” space allows rea-
sonable and efficient sampling and optimization, while dimen-
sionality reduction helps ameliorate the otherwise exponential
number of possible concept design.
Accordingly, the original choice model given in Equation
(1) is now updated with a new utility formulation U(hc,hd ,θ) :
H 2→ R as follows.
p
(
U
(
h(c)c ,h
(d)
d
)
+ ε(c,d) >
{
U
(
h(c)c ,h
(i)
d
)
+ ε(c,i)
}D
i=1
)
(3)
We assume conditional independencies between preference
responses and the original variables given on their feature rep-
resentations. This assumption ensures customer and design fea-
tures contain the maximal possible information for the consumer
preference prediction task. Our equivalent learning objective is
now to predict how much the cth consumer h(c)c prefers the dth
product design h(d)d among the entire set of D designs. This up-
dates Equations (1) and (2) by representing the cth consumer’s
utility function for the dth design in relation to all other designs
i= 1 . . .D.
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The full Bayesian joint probability distribution p overXc×
Xd×Y is now,
LA(θ ;y,xc,xd) = p(y|xc,xd)p(xd)p(xc) (4)
= p(y|hc,hd)p(hc|xc)p(hd |xd)p(xd)p(xc)
Learning these feature representations is challenging due to
both the heterogeneous variable types of the data (i.e., real, bi-
nary, categorical), as well as the desire to encode “useful” proba-
bilistic structure in the data. Note that the inner product between
consumers hc and designs hd ensure that consumer and design
information interacts (i.e., we are not just performing classifica-
tion). In practice, we estimate p(y|hchd) = M(y|hTcHd) , where
Hd is a K×D matrix of all existing designs.
3.2 Deep Choice Model under Design Constraints
To impose the “useful" probabilistic structure required to ef-
ficiently traverse the feature representation of the design space
p(hd |xd)p(xd), we now introduce modeling assumptions that
aim to impose structure while being amenable to recent advances
in deep learning.
To this end, we adopt an approach recently popularized in
deep learning called black-box variational inference. This ap-
proach aims to approximate complex probability distributions
by variationally bounding the complex distribution with a more
manageable joint distribution with introduced latent random vari-
ables [4]. In particular, we build on variational autoencoders as
introduced in [19].
Our approach makes two minor extensions. First, given that
we are working in a supervised learning regime (i.e., we even-
tually predict consumer preferences over new concept designs to
discover “design gaps”), we include an extension that introduces
an information signal to the design feature representation from
the preference task. This extension is conceptually similar to
semi-supervised approaches with a known labels for the encoded
design representation, but different in that our supervision occurs
after interaction with the consumer space [18,42]. Second, given
the heterogeneity of variable types for our data (i.e., real, binary,
and categorical), we include exponential family derivations of the
corresponding likelihoods in the original design variable space.
Taking the original likelihood function LA(θ ,φ ;y,xc,xd),
we introduce a approximation density q(hd |xd), which we will
use to invoke desired “useful” probabilistic structure for the de-
sign feature representation hd .
LA(θ ,φ ;y,xc,xd) =
∫
hd
log[p(y,xc,xd)]q(hd |xd)dhd (5)
=
∫
hd
q(hd |xd)[log p(y,xc,hd ,xd)q(hd |xd)
+ log
q(hd |xd)
p(hd |y,xd) ]dhd
= Eq(hd |xd)
[
log
p(y,xc,hd ,xd)
q(hd |xd)
]
+DKL [q(hd |xd)||p(hd |y,xd)]
The non-negativity of the Kullback-Leibler divergence DKL [·]
allows us to only focus on the first term LB(θ ,φ ;y,xc,xd),
recognizing that this approximation is a lower bound on
the overall true likelihood function, i.e., LB(θ ,φ ;y,xc,xd) ≤
LA(θ ,φ ;y,xc,xd).
Expanding this approximation term gives us an a separation
of log-likelihoods.
LB(θ ,φ ;y,xc,xd) (6)
=
∫
hd
q(hd |xd)
[
log
p(y|xc,hd)p(xd |hd)p(hd)
q(hd |xd)
]
=
∫
hd
q(hd |xd)
[
log
p(hd)
q(hd |xd) + log p(y|xc,hd)+ log p(xd |hd)
]
= Eq(hd |xd) [log p(y|xc,hd)]+Eq(hd |xd) [log p(xd |hd)]
−DKL [q(hd |xd)||p(hd)]
While estimating q(hd |xd) with sampling techniques may be
possible, a significantly faster method to estimate this density
was a major contribution given by a reparametrization trick in-
troduced in [19]. In particular, noting that several common prob-
ability densities have scale and location transformations from
“standard” random variables, the design feature representation
hd ∼ q(hd |xd) is instead reparamatrized as a deterministic vari-
able hd = g(xd ,zd), where zd is “standard” random variable with
location and scale translation properties, and gφ (·) is a function
now estimated with fast stochastic gradient updates conventional
of deep learning.
Formally, instead of approximating the expectations of the
three likelihoods in Equation (6) using Monte Carlo sampling,
below arbitrarily denoted f (·,hd),
Eq(hd|xd) [ f (·,hd)] = Ep(z) [ f (·,g(zd ,xd))] (7)
≈ 1
L
L
∑
l=1
f
(
·,g
(
z(l)d ,xd
))
with z(l)d ∼ p(zd)
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in which s denotes Monte Carlo samples and S denotes the total
number of samples, we instead use Equation (7) to reparametrize
the lower bound of the full likelihood in Equation (8):
L (θ ,φ ;x) ≈ 1
S
S
∑
s=1
log
p(h(s)d )
q(h(s)d |xd)
+ log p(y|xc,h(s)d )+ log p(xd |h(s)d )
where h(s)d = g
(
z(l)d ,xd
)
,z(l)d ∼ q(zd) (8)
where in practice, this “sampling” is one sample to take advan-
tage of significantly more computationally efficient deep learning
methods.
Our second minor extension gives the final probabilistic
model we seek to estimate. Specifically, we define separate
members of the exponential family for design variables; i.e.,
p(xd |hd) as as given by their marginal densities in Equation
(2). We follow the original contribution and assume multivari-
ate Gaussian densities, q(hd |xd) and q(zd), for design features.
p(y|hc,hd) = M(y|hc,hd) (9)
q(hd |xd) = N
(
hd ;µ (xd) ,σ2 (xd)
)
p(xd |hd) = N
(
xd,r;µ (hd) ,σ2 (hd)I
)
∏
b
B(xd,b|hd)∏
c
M(xd,c|hd)
p(hd) = N (hd ;0,I)
Equation (9) details the overall deep learning model. The first
likelihood represents the consumer choice preference model,
while the next three represent the formulation of the design fea-
sibility model.
This model may be viewed as a deep multinomial logit
model over learned feature embeddings for both consumers hc
and designs hd , with prior probabilistic structure enforced using
a variational approximation regularizer. In particular, given the
multivariate Gaussian assumption on the approximation distribu-
tion of design features hd , this model may be viewed as a deep
learning generalization of hierarchical Bayes conjoint analysis
[2, 22]. This model may also be viewed as a deep probabilis-
tic matrix factorization [28] with incorporation of “side informa-
tion,” with differences being explicit modeling of the “side in-
formation” marginal distribution as well as without probabilistic
structure imposed on consumers hc.
These conceptual similarities to existing models lends no-
tion to the idea that our approach “learns” consumer choice pref-
erences both from the consumer themselves, as well as “bor-
rowing strength” from similar consumers according the learned
consumer preference heterogeneity p(hc) and design feasibility
“heterogeneity" density p(hd).
3.3 Design Gap Prediction
To predict design gaps, the deep learning model of consumer
choice and design feasibility described in Equation (9) is used to
search for promising regions of the feasible design space. This
search process relies on both an accurate consumer choice model,
as well as an accurate design feasibility model. If either of these
two models has low accuracy, the search process to identify de-
sign gaps will fail.
In addition to accurate consumer choice and design feasibil-
ity models, additional modeling assumptions are still required on
the search process itself and how we combine preferences of sev-
eral consumers at once. We accordingly adopt and then describe
approaches from design optimization and information-theoretic
measures of disaggregate choice.
At a high-level we draw upon an observation that has been
detailed in various guises from the marketing and design research
communities; namely, that consumer preference functions are
subjective and thus fundamentally restricted in their observed as-
signment of probability mass due to finite existing designs (or,
proposed designs with stated choice data) [12, 38]. Even in the
perfect case of a fully deterministic utility model for a given con-
sumer, i.e., Equation (1), the purchased design may not be the
highest possible utility in the space of all existing and not yet
created designsXd . This is in contrast to objective “preference”
functions such as object classification models, which in the per-
fect case, have “infinite” utility and assign all of their probability
mass to a single output (e.g., input vehicle is a ‘BMW’).
As a result, we can not simply assume that observed pur-
chases or preference choices are the “optimal design” for a given
consumer [38]. Indeed, it would make not make sense to pre-
dict “design gaps” if this were the case. Instead, a “perfect”
subjective preference model over finite existing designs gives us
clues to design needs through its distribution of probability mass.
Therefore, given an appropriately bounded design space, and an
accurate consumer preference model, we can then aim to identify
locations of design gaps.
3.3.1 Information Theory for Disaggregate Choice
Design gaps are a market-level concept. We are not interested
in just a single consumer’s “optimal designs,” but rather regions
of the feasible design space that contain future design concepts
that are preferred by many consumers. Moreover, this should
mean either a large number of consumers who have moderately
high preference for the potential new design concept, or a small
number of consumers who have a very high preference for the
potential new design concept.
To the end, we use ρ2 for disaggregate choice to define a
quantitative measure to identify design gaps [12, 29].
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ρ2(x(dˆ)d ) =
ΣCc=1δ
(c,dˆ) log[ p
∗(y(dˆ)=1|x(dˆ)d ,x
(c)
c )
p0(y(dˆ)=1|x(dˆ)d ,x
(c)
c )
]
ΣCc=1δ (c,dˆ) log[
δ (c,dˆ)
p0(y(dˆ)=1|x(dˆ)d ,x
(c)
c )
]
(10)
where dˆ is the index of a new proposed design concept, and δ (c,dˆ)
is a delta function capturing whether consumer c purchased de-
sign dˆ.
This measure describes the explainable amount of “infor-
mation” according to the model relative to a benchmark baseline
p0cd(x
(dˆ)
d ). This has an information-theoretic interpretation as the
entropy reduction that the consumer choice model achieves nor-
malized by the total amount of entropy in the data, and as a result
ρ2(x(dˆ)d )∈ [0,1]. The denominator is interpretable as a worst case
bound on the negative log-likelihood over all consumers and de-
signs. The delta function δ (c,dˆ) in the logarithm’s numerator is
a “perfect” deterministic model with 0 entropy throughout the
design space conditioned an arbitrary design from all possible
consumers. This acts as a reference of “total uncertainty” for us
to compare regions of the bounded design space using the deep
preference model in Equation (9). In our case, ρ2(x(dˆ)d ) can be
used to quantitatively identify design gaps by thresholding the
choice model’s placement of probability mass throughout the de-
sign space over the set of consumers.
3.3.2 Design Gap Sampling Algorithm To identify
possible design gaps, one could optimize ρ2(xd) with respect
to hd over the estimated design space p(hd). Alternatively, one
could sample the space of designs. In this work, we opted for the
latter with a simple rejection sampling algorithm given in Algo-
rithm 1. Our algorithm is similar in concept to that of sampling
the design space to find “optimal designs” as in [38].
In practice, given the assumption of independence among
consumers xc, we can heuristic sample using a subset ofCsub ≤C
and terminate early if that subset indicates a low likelihood of
high ρ2(x(dˆ)d ) for some empirically assessed ρ
2 sampling density
ps and threshold γs.
Eps

− log[
ΣCsubc=1δ
(c,dˆ) log[ p
∗(y(dˆ)=1|x(dˆ)d ,x
(c)
c )
p0(y(dˆ)=1|x(dˆ)d ,x
(c)
c )
]
ΣCsubc=1δ (c,dˆ) log[
δ (c,dˆ)
p0cd(y
(dˆ)=1|x(dˆ)d ,x
(c)
c )
]
]> γ1
≤ γs

(11)
Note that all hyperparameters γ1,γ2,γs correspond to market-
specific thresholds obtained from the “validation” set of data.
Algorithm 1 Design gap sampling algorithm.
Input: γ1,γ2, Dˆ,ρ2(·), p(y|hc,hd),q(hd |xd) , p(xd |hd)
Output:
{
x(dˆ)d ,ρ
2(x(dˆ)d )
}Dˆ
dˆ=1
Initialize: p(xd)≈ pˆ(xd) = 1SΣSs=1
pd(xd ,h
(s)
d )
qd(h
(s)
d |xd)
while: dˆ ≤ Dˆ do
Sample concept design x(dˆ)d ∼ pˆ(xd)
Reject x(dˆ)d if: − log[p(x(dˆ)d )]> γ1
Calculate ρ2(x(dˆ)d ) for concept design x
(dˆ)
d
Reject x(dˆ)d if: ρ
2(x(dˆ)d )< γ2
Collect x(dˆ)d
4 EXPERIMENT
We conduct an experiment to assess how well the proposed
deep learning approach predicts design gaps over the entire U.S.
automotive market. Recall that the utility in this approach is pre-
dicting design gaps in the future, with an end goal of early identi-
fication of market opportunities. Validating this approach for its
eventual intended use is currently cost prohibitive, particularly
as our focus on the entire U.S. automotive market would require
significant capital investment and several years of observation.
Instead, we create a scenario with “artificially induced” de-
sign gaps in the market. These artificially-induced design gaps
are not simulated, and still uses actual purchase data over real
product designs and real consumers. We retroactively create
these design gaps using several years of the purchase data by
holding out a subset of these designs, as well as all consumers
who purchased those designs over all years. Next, acting as if we
were retroactively looking forward in time, we aim to identify
these design gaps, solely using data from the “held-in” known
customers and known designs.
4.1 Data
Several proprietary datasets over real purchases of automo-
tive vehicles in the U.S. market were combined, as well as signif-
icant augmentation of the data by feature engineering by the au-
thors. Feature engineering refers to manually constructing vari-
ables, either from existing data (e.g., known analytic variable in-
teractions) or from external sources (e.g., geolocating neighbor-
hood median income).
The combined dataset is truncated to N = 1,000,000 actual
consumer purchases, and D= 297 unique product designs of all
vehicle types (i.e., coupes, sedans, SUVs, trucks, vans). Each
consumer is represented using Mc = 1574 variables, and each de-
sign is represented using Md = 2428 design variables. Moreover,
these variables contain both objective (e.g., ‘volume of rear seat
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leg room’) and subjective information (e.g., perceived ‘sporti-
ness’). Previous research has show that these types of informa-
tion must be modeled and processed differently [8].
To preprocess this data, variables are first split by variable
types (i.e., real, binary, categorical) and whether they are objec-
tive or subjective, for a total of 6 possible variable categories.
Next, random indices are generated to split the data into train,
validation, and test sets. The validation dataset is used for se-
lection of model hyperparameters, model estimation parameters,
and design gap sampling hyperparameters. The test set is only
used for calculating final accuracy metrics, as well as the design
gaps themselves.
Depending on the experiment stage, the training, validation,
and test set contain either all D = 297 designs, or a split of the
designs themselves to induce design gaps. In the latter case, we
hold out 30 design as artificially induced design gaps, with the
remainder 267 used for learning consumer preferences and the
probabilistic encoding of design constraints. Lastly, we normal-
ize the data according to the category, using the normalization
statistics of the training set to transform the validation and test
set. This process is conducted using common random seeds for
reproducibility.
4.2 Procedure
The experiment is divided into three stages: (1) choice
model validation, (2) design constraint model validation, and (3)
design gap prediction. This is due to the notion described in Sec-
tion 3.3, in that design gap prediction requires a sufficiently ac-
curate consumer choice model, as well as a sufficiently accurate
design feasibility model.
Moreover, this split into three stages reflects the three cate-
gories of increasing prediction task challenge described in Sec-
tion 1. In short, the design gap prediction task has the most sta-
tistical unknowns. Instead of predicting held-out customers pur-
chasing held-out designs, it involves “not knowing” the held-out
design, and instead having to search in a high-dimensional design
space using the deep learning approach described by Equation 9
and the information-theoretic sampler of disaggregate consumer
choice described in Section 3.3.
To artificially induce design gaps, we randomly hold out 30
vehicles, 15 for validation and 15 vehicles for testing. The test-
ing set induced design gap vehicles are: Acura RDX, BMW X5,
Chevrolet Cobalt, Chrysler PT Cruiser, Ford Expedition, GMC
Acadia Denali, Honda Odyssey, Infiniti M37, Kia Soul, Lincoln
Navigator, Mercury Mariner, Nissan Sentra, Scion tC, Toyota
Corolla, and Volkswagen Jetta, accounting for a total of 49,497
consumers.
4.2.1 Parameter Estimation Maximizing the likeli-
hood of of our model given the data as described in Equation
(9) requires balancing several factors. First, there is an inher-
FIGURE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF ρ2(x(dˆ)d ) FOR THE INDUCED DE-
SIGN GAPS (ORANGE), AND SAMPLED DESIGNS x(dˆ)d . NOTE THAT
THIS HISTOGRAM IS NORMALIZED, WITH MANY MORE SAMPLED
CONCEPTS THAT INDUCED DESIGN GAPS.
ent trade off between the choice model and the desired prob-
abilistic design representation. Specifically, imposing struc-
ture on the design feature representation q(hd |xd) through the
DKL [q(hd |xd)||p(hd)] term counteracts the desire of the choice
model p(y|hc,hd) to have a complex unknown distribution over
hd in order to better predict consumer choice. The results in con-
vergence issues if these seperate terms are not balanced during
model estimation. We accordingly introduce additional model
estimation hyperparameters λ1 for DKL [q(hd |xd)||p(hd)] within
the likelihood optimization objection function.
The architecture of the combined deep learning model is
considered a hyperparameter, and several deep architectures
were iterated over using the training and validation sets. The
combined deep learning model was trained using several first-
order optimizers, including including ADAM [17] and plain
stochastic gradient descent [35], as various portions of the model
required different learning rates and parameter freezing.
Due to the heterogeneity of variable types (i.e., real, binary,
categorical), as well as the heteroscadecity in our variables (i.e.,
vehicle price range) even after training/validation scaled normal-
ization, several constraints were imposed during model param-
eter estimation (e.g., minimum estimated variance of σ2dI). All
experiments were CPU multithreaded and distributed across mul-
tiple GPUs using a single workstation with 128 GB ram, 32 CPU
threads at 4.0 GHz, and four Titan XP GPUs.
4.2.2 Evaluation Metrics We aim to predict the ex-
act vehicle the consumer purchases. The consumer choice
model is accordingly assessed using ‘Top-1’ and ‘Top-5” evalu-
ation metrics, where ‘Top-1’ refers to how accurately the choice
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Choice Prediction Task Top-1 Acc. (std. dev.) Top-5 Acc. (std. dev.) Random
Existing Designs 83.10% (0.86%) 98.21% (0.32%) 0.34%
Nonexisting Designs 76.06% (0.97%) 97.30% (0.12%) 0.37%
TABLE 1. CONSUMER CHOICE MODEL PREDICTION ACCURACIES USING HELD-OUT CONSUMERS. NOTE THAT “NONEXISTING” DE-
SIGNER REFERS TO HOLDING OUT ANY DATA CONTAINING THAT DESIGN (E.G., ALL TOYOTA COROLLAS).
Design Feasibility Prediction Task NLL (std. dev.)
Existing Designs 2621.88 (-)
Nonexisting Designs 2220.03 (-)
TABLE 2. NEGATIVE LOG LIKELIHOOD OF GENERATIVE DEN-
SITY GIVEN DESIGN.
model predicts the exact purchased vehicle, and ‘Top-5’ refers
to whether the purchased vehicle is in the choice model’s top
five predictions. Assuming a uniform marginal distribution of
purchase amongst the designs, the random chance of correct pre-
diction is either 1297 = 0.34%, or
1
268 = 0.37%. Note that in the
latter case, while we hold-in D = 267, we validate by assuming
that only one artificially induced design gap (i.e., the held-out
customer’s actual purchase) enters the market.
To assess the design feasibility model, we use the average
negative log-likelihood (NLL) given by the generative density
learned by the 2nd through 4th lines in Equation (9) on held-out
portions of the designs.
Predicting design gaps is not straightforward. We can not,
for example, know whether the design gap sampler given in Al-
gorithm 1 is giving false positives (i.e., no design gap), or true
positives that in the past never had a design. Accordingly, we
assume that the only design gaps in the market are those that we
can observe using the artificially induced design gaps from the
actual held-out designs. At the same time, we also assume that
every held-out design actually was a design gap (i.e., no products
failed). This assumption invokes the notion that the U.S. automo-
tive market is relatively mature, and is dominated by a small set
of incumbent players with vast resources, design intuition, and
capability to act on such intuition.
Given these constraints, we use an evaluation metric that as-
sesses how well the design gap sampler locates designs relative
to other sampled design from the estimated feasible space of de-
signs. Given the multivariate Gaussian assumption on this space,
we use the mean-squared-difference metric (MSqE).
4.3 Results
Prediction accuracies for held-out consumers are given in
Table 1. Standard deviations are calculated on 3 experiments
with the same held-out vehicles. Standard deviations are likely
Design Gap Prediction MSqE (std. dev.)
Random Feasible Design 0.263 (0.000412)
Predicted Gap 0.251
TABLE 3. MEAN-SQUARED ERROR BETWEEN PREDICTED DE-
SIGN GAPS AND RANDOMLY SAMPLED DESIGNS.
larger given more computational run time for splits with different
held-out vehicles.
The evaluation of the design feasibility model is given in
Table 2. We note that lower NLL on held-out designs is likely
due to the lower entropy of the these data relative to the learned
density. For example, our random split of testing data did not
include designs such as 12 -ton trucks or sports convertibles. Fur-
ther computational runtime with holding out different random
vehicles may lead to different results.
Design gap distances between the artificially induced design
gaps, and the concept designs x(dˆ)d sampled by Algorithm 1 are
given in Table 3. Random feasible design refers to any concept
design sampled, while ‘Predicted Gap’ refers to concept designs
that were predicted at minimum to have ρ2(x(dˆ)d )≥ γ2 . We give
standard deviations to show the relative scale of this space. In
short, in high-dimensional spaces, all distances looks roughly the
same [1]. Furthermore, in Figure (2) we plot the distribution of
ρ2(·) for both sampled concept designs x(dˆ)d and held-out artifi-
cially induced design gaps.
5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
While this work is preliminary, the results give evidence that
this approach may have potential for predicting design gaps. This
is suggested by the lower mean-squared distance of sampled de-
sign concepts x(dˆ)d with ρ
2(x(dˆ)d ) ≥ γ2 relative to those without
rejection. This result in itself, however, is not sufficient to claim
prediction of design gaps. These distance calculations are ul-
timately being performed in an approximate representation of
a multivariate Gaussian, which is already being estimated us-
ing deep learning models. Deep learning models, while recently
state-of-the-art for many prediction tasks, are known to be “brit-
tle” in their predictions [10]. This can lead to warping of the
design space that lead to unreasonable distance calculations, par-
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ticularly given our prediction regime of held-out customers, held-
out designs, and unknown design gaps.
At the same time, these results in conjunction with the very
strong prediction results by the consumer choice model given
in Table 1 do suggest that this approach may have have potential
for more direct estimation of design gaps. Given the implications
of a validated method to help product design and market oppor-
tunities potentially years in advance, without requiring a priori
knowledge possible design concepts, further study is warranted.
Accordingly, there are significant opportunities for future
work. Perhaps the portion of this approach with most opportunity
for improvement lies in the search method of the bounded design
space. The sampling method given in Algorithm 1, like many
sampling algorithms, is computationally inefficient due to the
high-dimensionality space the samples are drawn samples (even
after dimensionality reduction from the original design variable
representation). With better validation on the structure of the
feature space, optimization methods would likely prove to be a
significantly more computationally efficient means of searching
the space of possible designs for design gaps.
This opportunity to perform optimization over this space
perhaps deserves attention on its own. In short, this is enabled
by the magnitude of prediction accuracy obtained by the deep
consumer choice model. This work builds off previously con-
ducted work by the authors also in vehicle purchase prediction
[7], in which the task was of more conventional binary choice
conjoint analysis. We note that in the previous study, an accu-
racy of 75.15% was achieved by the model most conceptually
similar to that in this work. However, in the previous study 50%
represented random chance while in this study, random chance is
effectively 0%. These two tasks are best conceptually compara-
ble if we were to decompose each multinomial prediction to all
pairwise comparisons. A consumer choice model that has less
than 50% accuracy on average for all pairwise design compar-
isons will always lead to suboptimal design.
As earlier noted with regards to distance metrics, efficiently
searching the design space using optimization also requires well-
behaved probabilistic structure imposed on the design feature
space. This comes with a cost of (potentially significantly) re-
ducing the predictive accuracy of the consumer choice model.
This tradeoff thus warrants further study. Lastly, any future im-
provement and even development of this approach should neces-
sitate “real” validation for actual usage. In other words, without
using data alone, controlled experiments should be conducted to
with new consumers to assess to validity of this approach.
6 CONCLUSION
In this work we introduce a deep learning approach to pre-
dict design gaps by learning a consumer choice model as well
as a design feasibility model. This approach builds on conven-
tions in both quantitative marketing in bounding the heterogene-
ity of consumer choice preferences, as well as engineering design
for bounding the space of possible designs. We further intro-
duce variational approximations to induce desired probabilistic
structure in the space of possible designs, as well as making this
model amenable for efficient parameter estimation using recent
advances in machine learning. Our approach is tested on a large
dataset of real design purchases in the U.S. automotive market.
While our work is preliminary, we find that evidence that with
sufficiently accurate consumer choice and design constraint mod-
els, it may be possible to predict design gaps in the market that
do not need to be specified beforehand.
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